Ford focus radio removal

The Focus MK2. The facelift Focus can be distinguished by a face-lifted front end, which
includes a new front grill design, modified headlight design, front bumper and other little
tweaks. On the inside of the car, there are not many differences, apart from the stereo, which is
now more oval shape, and a completely new way to remove the stereo, from the Focus MK2.
See also Stereo Fitters Toolbox. If you are planning on fitting an after market stereo you will
need the following parts: Wiring Harness:. Using your trim removal pry tool Bojo , start by
prying the lower edge of the fascia away from the dash-board. Slide the trim tool upwards to
release the plastic fascia from its containing clips. This can sometimes be a little tricky, and
may take a little force to remove, but as long as you are using the correct tools such as the Bojo
Trim Tool , you will not cause any damage to the plastic trim. Now that you have removed the
plastic fascia surrounding the stereo, you will now see four screws holding the stereo in place.
These screws will mostly be Philips screws, but I have also seen Torx screws on the odd
occasion. Unscrewing the four screws will allow you to slide the stereo out. The stereo should
now be free you may have to push two little clips on the left hand and right hand side of the
stereo you will only need to do this if you pull the stereo out at a bit of an angle. This is released
by pushing the little clip on the arm down, and then pulling the whole away from the back of the
stereo. All the wires you need are behind the stereo, no need to find an ignition or 12 volt feed,
everything is plug and play. The Ford Focus MK2. This is now a standardised system in a lot of
vehicles of this year. Hi James I have just watched you video on stereo removal as my stereo is
not working so I wondered if it was a loose wire. It stopped working no lights at all then after
driving 12 miles turning car off and starting back up again started working. Mine is the base
stereo you have pictured. Thanks Jane. Hi I own ford focus titanium 1. And I have factory fitted
sony sat nav. My question is, is it possible to fit reversing camera and view fro sony sat nav
screen or parking sensors to show on screen. Can you help me with this please? I have a focus
titimun battery started going flat happened 3 times went to a ford garage fitted two door
modules that the battery going flat again I have noticed the audio unit dos. Not light up only
when I turn on radio have I have a problem or not. Hi James hope you may be able to help me
please, iv got a ford focus zetec 59 plate, I want to change my normal cd sterio for a D million
sterio, is it possible and if so could u guide me to what face do I need to make it look as if its
built in and not just a bodge up look. Thank you. I notice that you can get an aerial splitter, so
not to have to add a dedicated dab aerial. These state though, that they will only work with an
unamplified aerial. Will my existing aerial be amplified or not? Now my issue. Hi James, maybe
you can help me. I would check the speaker wires, and make sure they are seated properly in
the quadlock connector. Ok ,will check them. Could it be melted on or something. Any help
would be great. Have you pulled the leaver down, the quadlock has a little clip, you press this in,
and then pull the leaver and the whole thing should then just slide out. Thanks so much for this
guide! All went well and the new stereo is working a treat :. This lead does no harm to the alarm
â€” the standard stereo is like this, but will only cause issues if you are using an amplified
antenna, which you would usually get with a Chinese stereo. I changed this unit to a Sony MP3
unit. Everythings work fine, but have no sound at any mode. Do you have any idea what should
be wrong? Is the wiring of the cd and Sony unit the same or there can be some differences? I
think I found the answer for my question. It needs a separated amplifier in the car what
unfortunately I do not have. I choosed the wrong type. Had this issue for a couple of months
thought it was the alarm, but now I have removed the stereo and for the past few days the
instrument cluster shuts down normally. Have you any idea what might be causing this. In the
end I asked a local ICE installer well advised cutting the blue wire powered aerial lead. And
since then the problem has stopped. I have a question about them though. The car has bigger
display with car computer on the instrument cluster and the stock CD stereo displayed a station
name there. Is it at all possible, that joining these wires with the OEM wires on the car will allow
the communication between the stereo and the car, and, in fact show something on the display
on the instrument cluster? And which is which? Chances are the Chinese stereo will not
communicate with the instrument cluster. Do you have a link to the stereo to see if it mentions it
at all? Hi Roman, looking at that link it would suggest the Stereo is not can bus compatible.
Hence the steering wheel controls non canbus. Is there a special way to get the trim back on? Hi
tom did you sort out your problem only i have same as you trim will not click back over small
aircon buttons? Sorry for the delay in replying, Gary! Unscrew it and have someone hold it up
as strong as they can whilst you screw it in. Try screwing opposite screws too. With the radio
higher up it stopped popping the trim out of its holes. Hi can any body help. Hi James, i own a
ford focus mk2. The stereo is the CD. I have the stalk controls. I have a plate diesel 1. I also have
a problem with the ariel reception the stereo is the standard one. I have just fitted an Aux cable
and run it through to the glove box, was a piece of cake, but getting the fascia back on is not! It
all clicks in fine apart from the bit round the climate controls. Both the AC button and the

circulation button are now set back about 2mm from the fasciaâ€¦works fine but looks rubbish.
Any hints or tricks to get the fascia back as it was? Thanks for helpful article btw! Remove and
try again â€” make sure all the pop clips actually come out with the fascia, you may need a
screwdriver to pull them out and put them back onto the fascia. Hi james, Great site by the by,
Was wondering if it is possible to fit an ipod connector to a focus standard cd radio there is no
cd changer button but have read that pressing the cd button twice does this, do i have to take it
to ford to get this switched on. There is no easy way in doing this, as I have tried myself, the
best and cheapest way would be to use a Parrot hands free device MKi to obtain this feature.
Thanks james, have already installed a parrot ck, if i knew when buying it i would have gone a
bit more expensive and and gone for the mki, one other way i was thinking was to put in the
mk2 cd which has cddj button i know you can switch them old for new but can you do it the
other way. After removing the Sony stereo, connected the cables, and nothing. The car is a 57
plate Ghia estate. The factory headunit was the Sony one, no DAB and no handsfree. Hi James, I
have MK2. I do not like this unit and intend on converting it to an after market screen with
separate climate module. I have purchased a climate module and a replacement oval type
fascia. I have not attempted the fitting yet as I am yet to purchase the head unit. Looking at your
photos for radio removal in a mk2. Also the aircon unit seems to fix with a screw at either end to
the dash and not the fascia my climate module also has these screw holes. My question is that
if I am changing from the NX unit, will the correct mounting and fixing points still be present for
me to install the separate head unit and climate module, or will I need mods? Thanks for your
useful instructions. I want to replace my cd stereo on my Ford zetec Mark 2. I wanted to know if
this will still be required if i buy the PCX50 cable you have suggested. There is a Nokia blue
tooth already fitted but the original unit stopped working and i was told it may be due to a fault
with the blue tooth unit. I was lucky to come accross your this website as it carrys lot of
information for everyone. I recently bought plate 60 Focus Titanium reading the review of its
advance electronics. I will also prefer which has built in sat nav. Kindly advice. You will need to
have the bluetooth module fitted in the car to activate the standard stereo for bluetooth which
will enable the phone buttons to work on the stereo. If you have a look on ebay, there is a
number of direct replacement stereos out there. I have a 59plate focus titanium with the Sony
dab stereo. The phone buttons on it purely mute the stereo. What components would I need to
buy, or at least what features do they need so I can search for them, to get the stereo to operate
with Bluetooth and to use the built in phone buttons. Ideally I would like to not buy a whole new
stereo. Is it likely there is a microphone built into the roof light unit or cabling in place so one
can be installed? Or would that need to be bought too. Now the light of the dashboard display,
will not turn off Is there a way to solve this situation? Have you replaced the stereo with an
aftermarket one? One thing to check is the orange cable from the stereo to the car wiring loom. I
have the original oval cd unit in there at the moment Thanks. As most people on here im looking
for a bit of advise on a focus and your site seems to be the best place to find it. Everything I
read seems to tell me that the 2. How else could I tell? The facelift is just that, a more curved
front end and some other styling changes. Inside is the same apart from a curved stereo, some
of the models close to changeover date did come with a curved stereo. Thanks for the reply, I
think I must fall into the later category with just the curved radio, however I do have a photo do
you have an email address and I can email you a photo. Following your recommendation, i have
ordered a Musiconnect MC cable. If I understand properly, that should be the only cable needed
for fitting the Parrot into the Sony, correct? And another last question. If I purchased the MKi,
would it still be possible to configure parrot volume to the max so it outputs at maximum level
to the Sony Amplifier I saw you doing that in a video with a MKi Is that volume setting retained
after powering the car off? The blocks them selves just slide out by pushing the pins in that
hold the little blocks to the quadlock block. I just recently bought a 57 focus zetec and this has
the CD base system on it. Right I looked in the glove box to see if there was an aux input but
there is a hole in there and not wires. My question is, has anybody had any joy removing one of
these without the correct flat metal removal tools? I recently fitted a new battery and now I need
the numbers off the radio so that I can get my radio code. The removal tools do make life a lot
easier in getting the stereo out, but if you can find something small and strong enough to fit into
all 4 holes a small knife? I have purchased the removal keys and popped the stereo out today
and the quadlock connector looks exactly the same as your diagram. Either a lead for Vehicles
with 12V ignition feed in the harness or without. Does the harness definitely have the 12V
ignition feed. I also understand I would only need this lead and not an extra ISO harness lead as
well? I can confirm that the harness does not have an ignition lead on the CMAX, you will have
to find an ignition wire usually the cigar lighter socket, or from the fuse panel. Is that possible?
Can you show me which wire it is I need to remove? Not clear to a lamen like me on the image
above. I have a Ford S-max with the oval CD unit. I am looking into replacing the unit for an

aftermarket one. I heard that the CD of that model has pre-amp outputs amplifier is a separate
unit. Is that true? Unfortunately the amp is built into the stereo on all Ford models. But the
stereo you have suggested will fit your car just fine. Hi there mate. My friend has just gone out
and got a new ford focus 08 plate but he is asking me to run a sub and amp on the standard
head unit I no this can be done because I done it in my Ibiza. So my question to you is where
would you run the remote wire to from the amp cheers mate. The best way to do this would be
to take an ignition from the back of the stereo, or even using a multi meter find the wire which
becomes live when the stereo is on I cannot remember which wire this is off the top of my head,
but there is deffently one, as I had mine wired in this way. Then once you have found this, feed
the wire behind the glove box zip tie to the rest of the wiring loom above the glove box , and
then down the kick panel, and under the carpet on the passenger side of the car. Hi James, I
have a mk2 plate focus. I am looking at changing the factory square stereo to the oval Sony dab
radio from a later model focus. I know that I need a new fascia which I have and the bracket and
screws but what else do I need? As the radio is from a newer model focus will the connectors
still for or do I need an adaptor? Also am I right in thinking I will need to changing something for
the dab to work? You will need a ISO connector, and as you are fitting a double din stereo, you
will need to convert the whole unit from the oval fascia to the square fascia. Autoleads DFP
Thanks for the info. All wiring is now complete and working. I ordered the fasciaas
recrecommended bit cage and headunit will not fit as too large. Any other ideas? The one I
found is really for the Mondeo mk4 but from what I have been able to find on the web the
Mondeo and Focus are equipped with the same CD stereo. Would you happen to know if they
indeed are exactly same or if there are differences that will cause problems for me? It is 2mm, or
so, deeper and the ISO connector is not connected directly to the stereo. This is not easy but by
removing the climate control unit while fitting the stereo it was possible. Getting the climate
control unit back in place with the stereo installed was also not a piece of cake but creative use
of the bojo tool helped. The hardest part of removing the oval fascia was the middle part
between the stereo and the climate controls. The key here is to pry it upwards, away from the
climate controls and towards the stereo. In your video it seemed to go much smoother. I guess
the ST version lacks the hooks in the middle. If someone thought the unit I linked looked
interesting, it is, but not as nice as on paper. It was not a perfect fit. The difference is probably
less than 1mm but the oval fascia does not go perfectly into place for me, the left upper corner
seems to be the problem. It can probably be pried into place but since the plastic is quite cold
here now when winter is coming I was afraid it would crack if I used force. Also the android part
of it is not perfectly stable. It could be a bug in the navigating software but it is annoying when it
just hangs while driving. If you get this stereo for your Focus, remember to to get an antenna
adapter as well. It uses the old antenna connector. Yes there can be an issue with lots of wires
behind the dash, but you can usually squeeze and tuck these wired behind the dash to get the
stereo to fit. The camera is replacing one of the license plate lights. And the Focus is a STW
model. It has pins 4 and 10 are for the sub connector C. Can you use this or do you have to tap
into the speaker wires and use a loc to the sub? What about the live straight from the battery or
could you tap into pin 15 connector A? Unfortunately you cannot just tap into the sub wires on
the back of the stereo â€” this was designed for an optional extra Ford sub woofer which had
little power. Then the remote cable is as you say, Pin 16 on the ISO cable for your remote,
although there is a wire which becomes live when the stereo is on I cannot remember which one
this is off the top of my head â€” but if you have a multimeter you can find easily enough â€”
This means the sub will power on when the stereo is on, which means you will not need to have
the keys in the ignition for the sub to be powered. Also, I have found someone mentioning an
unused live feed in the boot drivers side behind the carpet which is approximately half the size
of the amp cable. Have you come across this wire and if so is it adequate to use to power an
amp. As going from the battery seems a great deal of effort as everything is so tightly packed
within the engine bay. I have tested connecting up the sub and amp using the loc and the live
feed in the boot. It turns on and off as it should. Second to this I have a non standard HU used
in a previous vehicle which has pre outs so quite simply use this but for a sub. Or can you just
buy a different cheap fascia with a compartment and take it out ans slot it in. Under no
circumstances should you use the cables which are already in the car, the cable which you have
mentioned will melt under the stress and power which an amp pulls through it. The best way is
as I have mentioned before is to run a new cable from the battery. Make a hole in this grommet
and feed your amp power cable through, then feed this cable through the door trim plastic trim
can be removed easily enough then under the carpet or if your Focus is a 5 door, under the rear
door trim then under the rear seats into the boot. By the sounds of the amp settings, you need
to have it on Low Pass Filter, then tune the frequency to get just bass coming through the amp.
Bass uses a lot of power, so it may be referring to my first comment where the cable you are

using cannot draw enough power and goes into protect mode. I ran a sub for 3 years on my old
Focus using the same method I have written in my guides, using the standard stereo also, and it
worked perfectly without any issues what so ever. Got nice bass from the system, and people
were amazed it was using the standard system. Unfortuantely I do not live in the North East. I
will quickly attach the sub externally to the battery and then hopefully all will work fine
unlmesss I have made another silly error somewhere :. On a TravelPilot FX for ford focus mk2.
Dear James I have a ford focus 1. I purchased the control unit off ebay for the steering wheel
column and was hoping that the cable would be tucked in there somewhere to connect to. Its
not. The controller has 3 little pins for the connector. Do you know the part number for this
cable or if its even possible to retro fit this controller? I have the oval shaped stereo. I would like
to buy a Ford Focus RS. The one I have seen second hand, has the Navigation Stereo in it,
which I do not really like. So I would like to take that stereo out and replace it with a Sony Stereo
instead. Do you think this is possible? This is certainly a strange request, I would love to get my
hands on the Navigation Stereo in exchange for my Sony Stereo, but I have a feeling it is a little
more complicated then swapping everything, as the stereo is linked into the climate control. If
you are in the north east of England, I would happily take a look at this for you. Feel free to use
the contact form to contact me. Also do you know if the wiring for an auto dim rear view mirror
is in place as mine has a standard one and I was going to upgrade. Unfortunately it is not just a
task of changing the stereo, there are lots more motors and other parts you will require to get
this to work. Hi James, Just bought a Focus st2 08 facelift model with the sony radio as
standard with the 1 cd only. Anyway listen to five live alot for the sports but my reception on
this car is very poor even though the car is in mint condition. I have cleaned the aerial
connection and under light switch, but this is hardly connecting to the body due to the plastic
washer which the screw goes through to hold the aerial onto roof. Cleaned and regreased the
negative on battery and to body of car. Please would be grateful for any suggestions to improve
the situation. I have a 59reg Focus 1. I want to change the standard stereo for the Sony, like
what is in the Titanium and ST. One last question â€” can you change the hazzard light button?
Yes the Sony will fit any Focus â€” No extra wiring is required, its plug and play as long as you
are replacing the oval stereo for another oval stereo. Yes you can change the button, you will
have to follow this guide to remove the trim, then the button just pops out once the trim as been
removed. The center console I have, has the climate control i. Are you trying to convert a square
type stereo to an oval one or vice versa? That is the only reason I could think you would need a
full fascia for your car. Yes these are hard to find, you may have to go to Ford to order one in for
a MK2 Focus with climate control will then give you the square Ford stereo hole , which you can
then use to purchase a double din fascia for this. If you are trying to fit a single din fascia, you
can get fascias to fit the oval stereo hole as outlined in the guide above. Should I go for a Parrot
or would change the unit for a Bluetooth enabled stereo give me the same result. Any help you
can give me would be great. Unfortunately your iPhone is acting as the microphone for your
call, you are only using the aux wire to output the sound from the phone through the car
speakers. I would personally go for the Parrot kit I speak from experience in fitting these and
also experience from using my own Parrot device in my Focus, and have no issues with it what
so ever. Changing the stereo would give you the same result it would have to be aftermarket ,
but will cost you more then simply getting a Parrot kit installed, and you get to keep your
standard Ford stereo. Do you know if you can get an adaptor for the quadlock which converts
the mic into a 2. Unfortunately there is no adapter that I know of, but you could always try and
make one yourself, but I think this would be more trouble then its worth. Hi James, Looking for
a little bit of advice. I am looking to buy the Pioneer AVH-XDAB to replace it, my only concern is
the dab aerial connection, i assume the connection will be totally different?? Do you know if
there is lead that can swap that connection? Cheers Andy. Your new stereo will plug into this
without any issue. Hello, where i can buy this part???? Great to finally find some information on
the Mk2. I am after any information at all that can tell me if the BLACK climate control will work
as a change over unit as it looks identical from photos? I would pop into your local Ford dealer
to confirm the part numbers. As for backwards compatibility, the above applies where there are
different software versions, which means they wont work. I have a ford focus titanium sony CD.
If I change the stereo what kit for the controls in the steering wheel do I need? Is the sony DAB
version compatible with the existing Bluetooth connections? What else would I need to buy to
get it working? You may find that you may have to have ford plug your car into their computer
to enable the Bluetooth function on the car, although one I have done before was plug and play.
Hi James thanks for your reply. I got the Sony dab stereo. What could be wrong? If I put the
Sony dab head unit in will this Bluetooth module be compatible? What other parts would I need
to get up and running or will I need anything to be coded etc? If you already have bluetooth
fitted in the car, and you upgrade the stereo, everything should work as before. The unit doesnt

like ios6. Hi, i have a focus mk2. What colour wire is it and what wire number as I am currently
stuck trying to sort this out. Are you hard wiring this into your Focus? As there is a ignition live
on the stereo block, which is used by the SOT lead for power. I had written the product codes
down for the connectors and facia for the cd player conversion and cant find them so im
wondering if you can let me no what they are again thanks. Hi James Thanks for all this info. I
have a galaxy with the. Travelpilot NX that just spotted working. No error, nothing on the screen,
just some wiring from the navigation DVD drive for a few seconds on power on. I would like to
change the whole unit and buy a separate climate control module and one of those Sony or
other after market double din head units. Do you think I can remove the travelpilot NX and
install the separate climate control unit? I was planning on getting a car with the CD and then
just buying the Sony unit from eBay. Is it a straight swap or do you need a DAB aerial to make it
work properly? Does the nav upgrade version have bluetooth? You will find that the hands free
kit was an optional extra on all the range, and didnt come fitted as standard. The Sony stereo
has the buttons for the hands free kit, but does not work if you dont have the optional extra. Hi
James we are in the process of buying a ford focus 1. The model below came with the stereo,
but everything higher then the Ghia came with the Sony stereo as standard. I have a focus st3
07 plate with the square Sony stereo. I have bought the newer type facia to fit a sat nav DVD and
I was wondering if there is an aux live at the back of the stereo or do I have to run a sep live
from key? I would rather it come on with one click of the key and not ign live. Also In your video
on YouTube it shows you removing a carbon fibre facia with the manual heating controls. Do
you have the part number for this please? Unfortunately I do not have the Ford part number to
hand, but I have found this â€” it is pricey though, and they sell genuine Ford parts. Hi James,
having read through your web page, I am hopeful you may be able to help me, I just purchased a
second hand ford focus titanium and it comes with built in satnav ect just like your picture, I
have linked my iPhone and can make and receive calls when using USB, however I can select
music from the unit and it shows all the song on my iPhone 4S, but no sound comes out in the
car, I am using apple cable, what am I doing wrong? It also has the silver stereo with the
rounded edges. I havent bought my stereo replacement yet but am just doing research on what I
will need when the time comes. Will the PCX50 adaptor work for me or should I be looking at the
adaptors that go on about ignition wires even more confusing e. Right, it looks like that website
has got their data in a bit of a twist. The option you posted is more for the Mondeo, and the
newer style Focus MK3 where the steering wheel controls are on the steering wheel its self. The
only lead you will need is the PCX50 plus the patch lead which connects to the stereo you are
fitting. I have just bought a Focus Style and want to replace the stereo with a dvd player. What i
need to know is Will this one i have found on ebay work and will i be able to instal it myself?
And if so what tools would i need? I would like to be able to use bluetooth hands free and
satnav all from the same screen. To install the stereo, everything you need is mentioned in the
guide and video I have posted. You will need a trim removal tool Bojo Tool â€” Or something
similar , fascia plate, wiring harness, aerial adapter. HI I have a 08 ford focus with a standard cd
player and aux socket in the glove box. Can i Retro fit an usb socket? Can I retro fit a usb
connector as well? Hi James 7. I am about to have a third replacement radio fitted to my 08
Focus Zetec under warranty by my local Ford dealer. Ford and my local dealership have been ok
but I feel the problem will not go away. If so is it directly interchangeable with the Zetec radio?
Or do adapter plugs or aerials need to be changed? I have already suggested this solution to
Ford customer relations. Thanks Chris. Any help would be appreciated. The bottom is about
4mm out. The top screws are flush. Have you any ideas? You have to be creative when putting
the stereo back in. You should be able to put the SOT lead down the side of the stereo down
one of the gaps and then the stereo will slide in just fine. If you got the car from a ford
dealership, they should be able to provide you with a code. Usually ford will require the stereo
serial some just use the car vin number and are able to provide this straight away well the
dealer I go to provides this straight away. Hi Alex. You usually have your code on a little card
within your car manual. Thansk for your help. I decided to purchase the fitted Sony unit and
thanks to your great instructions have managed to replace the cd with no problem. Double
check the connector in the back of the quadlock connector, the aux connection is at the top or
bottom of the connector:. As above image, where it says connector B and C â€” this is where
the aux goes into the stereo. The only way to keep this will be a bit of a home brew cable that is
if the stereo you have fitted has a 3. Do I need a cage or anything or will it simply plug straight
in? The stereo will come with a cage if you buy it brand new, and yes you will need the stalk
adapters to keep the steering wheel controls thats if the stereo you choose is compatible for
use with steering wheel controls. Hi James hoping to buy a focus st2 at the weekend and Im
hoping to get my subs for my 3 series and put them into the st. Can you tell me what i need
wires to make it work as some got damaged taking them out of my 3 series. Also do you know

anywhere that has a diagram on which wire goes where? Hopefully you know that answers. This
one could be a tricky one to wire in â€” I take it this is the standard BMW sub? But I am
wondering if I can integrate my Alpine head with parrot unit with the car built in mic? I have tried
several devices mp3 player, phone etc plugged in at max volume but just not very loud. Is this
just the headunit normalising this or what? Yes you can run a subwoofer off the standard stereo
no problem, however it does not have RCA outputs like an aftermarket stereo, but you can use a
High Level Input to RCA converter. This just wires inline with the speaker wires coming out of
the back of the stereo. You do not need to snip the wires some people believe you have to loose
a set of speakers, but you do not. Hi James im looking to install a vibe sub enclosure in my
focus titanium and keep the standard headunit, ive bought the convertor from halfords that you
recommended. Unfortunately its changing the clocks from a MK2. The clocks are controlled by
the CAN system, and link in with the immobiliser and computer system. This is supposed to
stop people changing clocks and clocking cars mileage. So if you change the clocks, you will
have one car that cannot be started will have to be plugged into Ford computer to get up and
running, but chances are they will not do this due to the implications with the mileage
differences and what notâ€¦. And yes, the mk2. I was interested in changing the clocks from my
Mk2 to the newer model clocks and was dissapointed this was not possible due to the CAN
system like you were explaining. My friend also has a Mk2 model but he bought the car with the
new clocks white and red lights, rather than the older green ones. How is this possible?.. If I
found another Mk2 with the newer clocks, could I use these and replace mine? Am fitting one of
these curved units into my 56plate focus, that had a square unit. Have the new fascia and
brackets, but no screws. Ford seem to have no idea what I am on about, and seem unable to
help. What type of screws do I need, and where can i source them from, if you know? Hopefully
you have the metal clip bits that the screws will screw into too? Ford use their usual T25 Torx
Screw to hold the stereo in 4 of them. This is the type of screw Ford use throughout the building
of their cars. The Ford Parts Guy should have been able to see view a break down of the parts
required on their system. I will pop into my Ford and see if I can find the part number for you.
Thanks for that, dont have any metal clips either, just got the 2 plastic brackets, fascia, and
stereo unit. Ford parts chap, showed me the breakdown he had on his system, and all that was
shown was the plastic brackets. What are the metal clips, I assumed that the screws screw into
the dash behind the fascia. Forgot to say, didnt get these brackets from Ford, the whole lot
came from E-Bay as a package, so cant say if the plastic brackets come with the screws and
clips. If they do, then I will buy them from fordâ€¦.. The Ford dealerships breakdowns didnt
show screws or brackets, but the parts chap could not be sure if they came with them or notâ€¦
anyhow, could I e-mail a photo of what I have, or could you post a photo of what i need with
regards to the clips. Sometimes wish i had never started thisâ€¦â€¦. Hi My dad has a focus
titanium which has the sony radio, bluetooth, sat nav etc etc all built in. The major problem is
my young son who has special needs thought the slit in the cd player was a money box slit and
has posted several coins into the cd player!!! My dad of course has hit the roof as there appears
to be no way of getting the unit out like before! Please have you any ideas? I fear we may end
up damaging the whole thing trying to DIY or spend loads at a Ford dealer trying to get it sorted.
Many thanks Jo. I assume you mean the Focus MK3? Unfortunatly I have not had a Focus MK3
to take apart yet. If you are any where near County Durham, and you fancy letting me do this for
you, I will gladly get the coins out for you. I have a feeling from sitting in the car and looking at
pictures on the net its is quite a similar process to how the new Fiesta stereo is removed, but
without actually being in the car and trying, I cannot really say. The only problem was that my
version of focus came without the mic in the roof light, so I had to add one and connect it to the
radio. But the only way it seems to recognize my commands is talking loud near to the mic. The
question is, what am I doing wrong? Do I need a special kind of mic? Adrian, Do you have the
microphone pinout? I have the above unit but it does not have the bluetooth connected. Is there
something i can buy and fix myself? There are a lot of parts required to get the bluetooth
working in your car. You will require a wiring loom, the bluetooth module box, and mic. I have a
full list somewhere, I will see if I can dig it out. It is a more expensive route retro fitting the
standard Ford system, compared to something like a Parrot system. No leads involved? Hi Is
the chrome trim apart of the stereo? What leads will I need 2 make sure my hands free works
and the controll stalk still work. What type of hands free have you got? Is it an after market
Parrot type hands free kit, or is it the factory fit hands free kitâ€¦. If its the factory fit kit, you will
be unable to use it if you change the stereo for a double din unit. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
James Simpson. About Contact Me. Automotive Tutorials. Share 0. Tweet 0. Pin it 0. Hi James,
Firstly great website. Hi Adrian, I would check the speaker wires, and make sure they are seated
properly in the quadlock connector. Hi Simon, Have you pulled the leaver down, the quadlock

has a little clip, you press this in, and then pull the leaver and the whole thing should then just
slide out. Hi James, Thanks so much for this guide! All went well and the new stereo is working
a treat : She can plug her ipod in to the new stereo now so she is very happy. Thanks again. Hi
Juan, This lead does no harm to the alarm â€” the standard stereo is like this, but will only
cause issues if you are using an amplified antenna, which you would usually get with a Chinese
stereo. Thank you for your help. Hi James I am also having the same problem. Could you
assist?? Hi James, thanks for this tutorial, I really appreciate mostly the part about the wires in
the quadlock connector. Many thanks for answer! Best, Roman. Hi Roman, Chances are the
Chinese stereo will not communicate with the instrument cluster. Thanks James. Hi James, Is
there a special way to get the trim back on? Thanks Tom. Regards Nathan. Thanks Nick. Hi
Andrew, There is no easy way in doing this, as I have tried myself, the best and cheapest way
would be to use a Parrot hands free device MKi to obtain this feature. Many thanks, Jon. How do
I change the clock on the display of my cmax that has not got a factory fitted radoo. Hi James,
Thanks for your useful instructions. Kindly advise on which parts i should buy. Thanks Mahesh.
Hi James, I was lucky to come accross your this website as it carrys lot of information for
everyone. Hi Naresh, You will need to have the bluetooth module fitted in the car to activate the
standard stereo for bluetooth which will enable the phone buttons to work on the stereo. Hi, I
have a 59plate focus titanium with the Sony dab stereo. Thanks, Graham. If I put the original
radio again, the light is already off. Hi Rogerio, Have you replaced the stereo with an aftermarket
one? Are we talking about the light for the trip computer? Hi James As most people on here im
looking for a bit of advise on a focus and your site seems to be the best place to find it. Thanks
in advance Gav. Thanks again Gav. Do I need to fit an additional ISO cable as well? Hi James, I
just recently bought a 57 focus zetec and this has the CD base system on it. Thanks, Mat. Hi
James, Im a fellow Teessider, now residing in Bristol. I have a Focus Titanium with the square
sony cd player. Fingers crossed somebody has a quick removal tip!! Hi Steve, The removal
tools do make life a lot easier in getting the stereo out, but if you can find something small and
strong enough to fit into all 4 holes a small knife? Hi Gavin, I can confirm that the harness does
not have an ignition lead on the CMAX, you will have to find an ignition wire usually the cigar
lighter socket, or from the fuse panel. Thank you :. Hi, James. Cheers in advance! Thanks in
advance for your help Nimrod. Hi Nimrod, Unfortunately the amp is built into the stereo on all
Ford models. Hi Darren, The best way to do this would be to take an ignition from the back of
the stereo, or even using a multi meter find the wire which becomes live when the stereo is on I
cannot remember which wire this is off the top of my head, but there is deffently one, as I had
mine wired in this way. Hi Chris, Do you have steering wheel controls? Hello Thanks for the nice
set of information! Hi Kim, Yes you are correct, the stereo is exactly the same and will fit the
Focus just fine. Followup: The new stereo unit arrived and is now installed. Some notes: 1. ALL
4. Thanks for your comments Kim, glad you got it fitted ok. Hi there, From the drawing of the
wire connections to the tereo. Regards Jason. Hi Jason, Unfortunately you cannot just tap into
the sub wires on the back of the stereo â€” this was designed for an optional extra Ford sub
woofer which had little power. Thanks for this info James. I have bought a LOC and tapped into
the pins as suggested. Do you have any idea for where I am going wrong here? Kind regards
Jason. Thank you Jason. Hi Jason, Under no circumstances should you use the cables which
are already in the car, the cable which you have mentioned will melt under the stress and power
which an amp pulls through it. Let me know if your from the North East and I would happily take
a look at it for you. Cheers James. Thanks for the great advice Jason. Thanks in advance for
your reply. Kind regards. Hi Jan, This is certainly a strange request, I would love to get my
hands on the Navigation Stereo in exchange for my Sony Stereo, but I have a feeling it is a little
more complicated then swapping everything, as the stereo is linked into the climate control.
Many thanks Josh. Hi Josh, Unfortunately it is not just a task of changing the stereo, there are
lots more motors and other parts you will require to get this to work. Thanks in advance. Hi
James, I have a 59reg Focus 1. Will the Sony fit into the Zetec? Thanks Mark. Hi Mark, Yes the
Sony will fit any Focus â€” No extra wiring is required, its plug and play as long as you are
replacing the oval stereo for another oval stereo Yes you can change the button, you will have
to follow this guide to remove the trim, then the button just pops out once the trim as been
removed. Hi James â€” great stuff btw! What should I do? Hi Rob, Are you trying to convert a
square type stereo to an oval one or vice versa? Hi Jacqui, Unfortunately your iPhone is acting
as the microphone for your call, you are only using the aux wire to output the sound from the
phone through the car speakers. Thanks, Craig. Hi Craig, Unfortunately there is no adapter that I
know of, but you could always try and make one yourself, but I think this would be more trouble
then its worth. First I will need to know what stereo you have, Sony? Hi There, I would pop into
your local Ford dealer to confirm the part numbers. Hi there, Great useful site! Many thanks,.
Sorry the above post should say no sound on any mode. Very useful guide! Hi Jon, If you

already have bluetooth fitted in the car, and you upgrade the stereo, everything should work as
before. Hi Dan Pin 16 on the quad block is 12v ignition. This is what you require. Hi Mark, Are
you hard wiring this into your Focus? Eti, Have you checked the fuses? I have a feeling this may
just be a fuse issue. Sorry for all the questions!! Hi Alex, You will find that the hands free kit was
an optional extra on all the range, and didnt come fitted as standard. Good tutorials and very
helpful. Keep up the good work. Regards Scott. Hi Scott, Unfortunately I do not have the Ford
part number to hand, but I have found this â€” it is pricey though, and they sell genuine Ford
parts. On the below websites it says the adaptor fits only Jan Feb focus and mines Hi Gemma,
Sorry about the late response, only just found this comment pending approval. Hello James
does this stereo come with the CD out put on the back.?. Craig, output or input? Are you
wanting to add a CD Changer or amplifier? Hi Dave, You have to be creative when putting the
stereo back in. Hi Malcolm, If you got the car from a ford dealership, they should be able to
provide you with a code. Worse case, yes, write the serial numbers down, and they should be
able to get it from that too. Hi Malc, Usually ford will require the stereo serial some just use the
car vin number and are able to provide this straight away well the dealer I go to provides this
straight away. Hi James Thansk for your help. The only issue is, I have lost my aux in capability,
everything else works fine. Any ideas? Hi Really appreciate your help with this. Thanks for your
ongoing help, I know I can use MP3 discs but the aux in facility would be handy. Hi Mark, Yes
changing the stereo will mean you lose the aux in from the glovebox functionality. Thanks for
your help. Cheers Mark. Hopefully you know that answers Many thanks Jake. Hi James Great
article. Thanks Neil. You do not need to snip the wires some people believe you have to loose a
set of speakers, but you do not Hope that helps James. Also does the MK2. Hi Christian,
Unfortunately its changing the clocks from a MK2. So if you change the clocks, you will have
one car that cannot be started will have to be plugged into Ford computer to get up and
running, but chances are they will not do this due to the implications with the mileage
differences and what notâ€¦ And yes, the mk2. Hi James, I was interested in changing the clocks
from my Mk2 to the newer model clocks and was dissapointed this was not possible due to the
CAN system like you were explaining. Cheers, Dean. Cheers Chris. Hi Chris, Hopefully you have
the metal clip bits that the screws will screw into too? Hi Aaron, There are a lot of parts required
to get the bluetooth working in your car. Hi, have you got the parts list for the wiring loom and
the bluetooth unit please, thank you. Thanks, Paul. Thanks Alex Brown. Hi Jester, The chrome
bit is part of the actual stereo. Hi Danny, What type of hands free have you got? Also the USB
port will become obsolete if you change the stereo too. Hope that helps a bit. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Previous Post. Next Post. Related Posts.
Read More. Automotive Automotive News. We all know that running a car can be expensive. In
addition to buying or renting a carâ€¦. Our Latest Instagram Posts jamessimpson. The Scotland
Have your Ford serial number already? Various different info will be displayed, the serial
number will only begin "V" followed by six digits. Your serial will begin with "V" as shown in the
example image. Example: V The serial number will begin with "SO" or "SN", using the last 7
your serial will begin with "V" as shown in the example image. The next step which guarantees
getting the serial number for your ford radio is to removed the unit. If you are unsure of the
serial number take a picture of any labels before putting back into the dash so there is no need
to remove the unit once again. Enter the radio code when you see four horizontal lines on the
display screen. If you see the word wait, you need to leave the radio switched on for up to 1
hour this will allow the radio to reset. If Lock 10 is on-screen just press and hold the preset
button 6 whilst turning the radio on this will give you 3 final attempts to enter the correct code.
If your radio is displays Locked 13 then the code will be of no use as this radio would need to be
manually decoded. If the serial does not display upon holding the pre-set buttons on the unit,
the stereo must be taken out. Once the radio is removed from the dash, the serial number Is
always printed on the sticker label on the back. This may seem confusing but taking your radio
out is really easy and requires little to no DIY skills. First you will need radio release keys for
most models, others need the outer trim removing and there are 4 screws holding the radio in
place. If this is the case the only options are to go directly to a Ford dealership or to replace the
unit itself with another one. A radio code is designed to prevent theft and when the power is
disconnected from the stereo, its sensors show that it has been taken out or robbed. Free Ford
Radio Code December 2, Ford Radio Codes. The radio will cycle through different displays of
information. Getting your serial number from the radios label The next step which guarantees
getting the serial number for your ford radio is to removed the unit. Example of code input:. Get
Free Unlock Code. Free Ford Radio Code. Get Free Code. All rights reserved. Varying car
manufacturers design their stereo systems to be extracted and replaced using a specific set of
procedures. Sunday's procedures include the use of audio removal tools. The Ford Motor
Company often uses the Ford DIN removal keys to pull their factory stereos from the stereo

mounting dock in their vehicles. For Ford vehicles, Mazda vehicles which employs a similar tool
, and other types of vehicles; removing the stereo can still be performed without the aid of these
special tools. Disconnect the negative battery cable from the battery of the vehicle using a 10
mm wrench or Philips-head screwdriver to loosen the clamp from the negative lead post.
Remove any dash panels or other interior components that hide the stereo mounting bracket.
The procedure for gaining access to the stereo mounting bracket varies among vehicles.
Consult your vehicle owner's manual for specific instructions. Remove the screws on either
side of the stereo with a Philips-head screwdriver. Pull the stereo from the stereo mounting
bracket to access to the stereo wiring connected to the back of the radio. Pull the stereo wiring
from the back of the stereo deck. The wiring that is bound together with a plastic wire binder
must be pulled from the stereo by the binder, not by the wires. The antenna cable also needs to
be pulled from the back of the factory radio. Make Ford stereo removal key substitutes out of
wire hangers. Cut two 7 inch sections of the wire hanger. Bend each hanger segment into a "U"
shape. Insert the two ends of each Ford tool replacement into the holes located at either side of
the face of the Ford factory stereo. Pull outward on the hanger segments while pulling the
stereo from the stereo mounting dock of the Ford or Mazda vehicle. Disconnect the wiring from
the back of the factory stereo and pull the antenna cable from the unit. Jule Pamplin has been a
copywriter for more than seven years. As a financial sales consultant, Pamplin produced sales
copy for two of the largest banks in the United States. He attended Carnegie-Mellon University,
winning a meritorious scholarship for the Careers in Applied Science and Technology program,
and later served in the 1st Tank Battalion of the U. Marine Corps. Step 1 Disconnect the negative
battery cable from the battery of the vehicle using a 10 mm wrench or Philips-head screwdriver
to loosen the clamp from the negative lead post. Step 2 Remove any dash panels or other
interior components that hide the stereo mounting bracket. Step 3 Remove the screws on either
side of the stereo with a Philips-head screwdriver. Step 4 Pull the stereo from the stereo
mounting bracket to access to the stereo wiring connected to the back of the radio. Step 1 Make
Ford stereo removal key substitutes out of wire hangers. Step 2 Insert the two ends of each
Ford tool replacement into the holes located at either side of the face of the Ford factory stereo.
Step 3 Pull outward on the hanger segments while pulling the stereo from the stereo mounting
dock of the Ford or Mazda vehicle. Use a flat screwdriver with a thin cloth wrapped around the
blade, to pry any dash panels away from the dashboard of your vehicle. On the center console
of the to Ford Focus S, the trim panels are held on with hidden clips -- most of which you can
release with firm but gentle force and a plastic trim tool. Park the Focus and put it in neutral.
Pull the parking brake lever up. Remove the trim panel around the gearshift by using the trim
tool to gently pry up the panel to release the four clips -- two on each side of the panel. Grasp
the rear of the panel and lift to remove it from the console. If your Focus has an automatic
transmission, unplug the connector underneath the trim panel. Find the trim button on the side
panel on the driver side of the console, toward the forward edge of the panel near the gas pedal.
Use the trim tool to pry the button off and discard it. Gently pull the side panel away from the
console. There are five clips to disengage behind the panel -- two close together toward the rear
edge of the panel at the bottom and three near the top of the panel in a triangle pattern. Remove
the side panel. Pry up the trim panel around the parking lever. The panel has a single clip on the
forward edge of the panel. Slide the panel over the parking lever and remove it from the
console. Remove three Allen screws from the panel surrounding the gearshift and extending up
the passenger side of the console -- two on the passenger side and one on the driver side.
Remove the panel. Pull up and remove the trim panel on the left side of the radio and extending
down along the gearshift. The panel has three clips -- one near the top of the panel along the
edge of the radio and two at the rear edge of the panel. If your Focus S has the center armrest,
the panel will have one clip and an escutcheon around the parking brake lever. Pull out the trim
panel on the passenger side of the console. The panel has two clips -- both on the rear edge of
the panel. Pull out the retainer clamp on the side of the console and unplug the electrical
connector. Remove four bolts from the console: two on the rear, one on each side, and two on
the top of the front edge below the radio. Remove the console. To install the console, set it in
place and install the four bolts. Tighten the bolts to 35 inch-pounds. Connect the electrical
connector and close the clamp. Align the passenger-side panel and press it into place to
engage the clips on the rear edge. Press the panel into place along the driver side of the radio
down along the gearshift and engage the three clips. Install the panel surrounding the gearshift
and extending up the passenger side of the console. Tighten the Allen screws. Slide the trim
panel around the parking lever and press it into place, engaging the clip on the forward edge of
the panel. If your Focus S has the center armrest, install the escutcheon around the parking
brake lever and engage the clip on the trim panel. Install the driver-side panel and engage the
five clips -- two on the rear edge and three on the top. Position the gearshift panel near the

gearshift and connect the electrical connector if your Focus has an automatic transmission.
Install the trim panel around the gearshift and press each side to engage the four clips. Step 1
Park the Focus and put it in neutral. Step 2 Find the trim button on the side panel on the driver
side of the console, toward the forward edge of the panel near the gas pedal. Step 3 Pry up the
trim panel around the parking lever. Step 4 Remove three Allen screws from the panel
surrounding the gearshift and extending up the passenger side of the console -- two on the
passenger side and one on the driver side. Step 5 Pull up and remove the trim panel on the left
side of the radio and extending down along the gearshift. Step 6 Pull out the trim panel on the
passenger side of the console. Step 7 To install the console, set it in place and install the four
bolts. Step 8 Press the panel into place along the driver side of the radio down along the
gearshift and engage the three clips. Step 9 Slide the trim panel around the parking lever and
press it into place, engaging the clip on the forward edge of the panel. The Focus MK2. The
facelift Focus can be distinguished by a face-lifted front end, which includes a new front grill
design, modified headlight design, front bumper and other little tweaks. On the inside of the car,
there are not many differences, apart from the stereo, which is now more oval shape, and a
completely new way to remove the stereo, from the Focus MK2. See also Stereo Fitters Toolbox.
If you are planning on fitting an after market stereo you will need the following parts: Wiring
Harness:. Using your trim removal pry tool Bojo , start by prying the lower edge of the fascia
away from the dash-board. Slide the trim tool upwards to release the plastic fascia from its
containing clips. This can sometimes be a little tricky, and may take a little force to remove, but
as long as you are using the correct tools such as the Bojo Trim Tool , you will not cause any
damage to the plastic trim. Now that you have removed the plastic fascia surrounding the
stereo, you will now see four screws holding the stereo in place. These screws will mostly be
Philips screws, but I have also seen Torx screws on the odd occasion. Unscrewing the four
screws will allow you to slide the stereo out. The stereo should now be free you may have to
push two little clips on the left hand and right hand side of the stereo you will only need to do
this if you pull the stereo out at a bit of an angle. This is released by pushing the little clip on the
arm down, and then pulling the whole away from the back of the stereo. All the wires you need
are behind the stereo, no need to find an ignition or 12 volt feed, everything is plug and play.
The Ford Focus MK2. This is now a standardised system in a lot of vehicles of this year. Hi
James I have just watched you video on stereo removal as my stereo is not working so I
wondered if it was a loose wire. It stopped working no lights at all then after driving 12 miles
turning car off and starting back up again started working. Mine is the base stereo you have
pictured. Thanks Jane. Hi I own ford focus titanium 1. And I have factory fitted sony sat nav. My
question is, is it possible to fit reversing camera and view fro sony sat nav screen or parking
sensors to show on screen. Can you help me with this please? I have a focus titimun battery
started going flat happened 3 times went to a ford garage fitted two door modules that the
battery going flat again I have noticed the audio unit dos. Not light up only when I turn on radio
have I have a problem or not. Hi James hope you may be able to help me please, iv got a ford
focus zetec 59 plate, I want to change my normal cd sterio for a D million sterio, is it possible
and if so could u guide me to what face do I need to make it look as if its built in and not just a
bodge up look. Thank you. I notice that you can get an aerial splitter, so not to have to add a
dedicated dab aerial. These state though, that they will only work with an unamplified aerial. Will
my existing aerial be amplified or not? Now my issue. Hi James, maybe you can help me. I
would check the speaker wires, and make sure they are seated properly in the quadlock
connector. Ok ,will check them. Could it be melted on or something. Any help would be great.
Have you pulled the leaver down, the quadlock has a little clip, you press this in, and then pull
the leaver and the whole thing should then just slide out. Thanks so much for this guide! All
went well and the new stereo is working a treat :. This lead does no harm to the alarm â€” the
standard stereo is like this, but will only cause issues if you are using an amplified antenna,
which you would usually get with a Chinese stereo. I changed this unit to a Sony MP3 unit.
Everythings work fine, but have no sound at any mode. Do you have any idea what should be
wrong? Is the wiring of the cd and Sony unit the same or there can be some differences? I think
I found the answer for my question. It needs a separated amplifier in the car what unfortunately I
do not have. I choosed the wrong type. Had this issue for a couple of months thought it was the
alarm, but now I have removed the stereo and for the past few days the instrument cluster shuts
down normally. Have you any idea what might be causing this. In the end I asked a local ICE
installer well advised cutting the blue wire powered aerial lead. And since then the problem has
stopped. I have a question about them though. The car has bigger display with car computer on
the instrument cluster and the stock CD stereo displayed a station name there. Is it at all
possible, that joining these wires with the OEM wires on the car will allow the communication
between the stereo and the car, and, in fact show something on the display on the instrument

cluster? And which is which? Chances are the Chinese stereo will not communicate with the
instrument cluster. Do you have a link to the stereo to see if it mentions it at all? Hi Roman,
looking at that link it would suggest the Stereo is not can bus compatible. Hence the steering
wheel controls non canbus. Is there a special way to get the trim back on? Hi tom did you sort
out your problem only i have same as you trim will not click back over small aircon buttons?
Sorry for the delay in replying, Gary! Unscrew it and have someone hold it up as strong as they
can whilst you screw it in. Try screwing opposite screws too. With the radio higher up it
stopped popping the trim out of its holes. Hi can any body help. Hi James, i own a ford focus
mk2. The stereo is the CD. I have the stalk controls. I have a plate diesel 1. I also have a problem
with the ariel reception the stereo is the standard one. I have just fitted an Aux cable and run it
through to the glove box, was a piece of cake, but getting the fascia back on is not! It all clicks
in fine apart from the bit round the climate controls. Both the AC button and the circulation
button are now set back about 2mm from the fasciaâ€¦works fine but looks rubbish. Any hints
or tricks to get the fascia back as it was? Thanks for helpful article btw! Remove and try again
â€” make sure all the pop clips actually come out with the fascia, you may need a screwdriver to
pull them out and put them back onto the fascia. Hi james, Great site by the by, Was wondering
if it is possible to fit an ipod connector to a focus standard cd radio there is no cd changer
button but have read that pressing the cd button twice does this, do i have to take it to ford to
get this switched on. There is no easy way in doing this, as I have tried myself, the best and
cheapest way would be to use a Parrot hands free device MKi to obtain this feature. Thanks
james, have already installed a parrot ck, if i knew when buying it i would have gone a bit more
expensive and and gone for the mki, one other way i was thinking was to put in the mk2 cd
which has cddj button i know you can switch them old for new but can you do it the other way.
After removing the Sony stereo, connected the cables, and nothing. The car is a 57 plate Ghia
estate. The factory headunit was the Sony one, no DAB and no handsfree. Hi James, I have
MK2. I do not like this unit and intend on converting it to an after market screen with separate
climate module. I have purchased a climate module and a replacement oval type fascia. I have
not attempted the fitting yet as I am yet to purchase the head unit. Looking at your photos for
radio removal in a mk2. Also the aircon unit seems to fix with a screw at either end to the dash
and not the fascia my climate module also has these screw holes. My question is that if I am
changing from the NX unit, will the correct mounting and fixing points still be present for me to
install the separate head unit and climate module, or will I need mods? Thanks for your useful
instructions. I want to replace my cd stereo on my Ford zetec Mark 2. I wanted to know if this
will still be required if i buy the PCX50 cable you have suggested. There is a Nokia blue tooth
already fitted but the original unit stopped working and i was told it may be due to a fault with
the blue tooth unit. I was lucky to come accross your this website as it carrys lot of information
for everyone. I recently bought plate 60 Focus Titanium reading the review of its advance
electronics. I will also prefer which has built in sat nav. Kindly advice. You will need to have the
bluetooth module fitted in the car to activate the standard stereo for bluetooth which will enable
the phone buttons to work on the stereo. If you have a look on ebay, there is a number of direct
replacement stereos out there. I have a 59plate focus titanium with the Sony dab stereo. The
phone buttons on it purely mute the stereo. What components would I need to buy, or at least
what features do they need so I can search for them, to get the stereo to operate with Bluetooth
and to use the built in phone buttons. Ideally I would like to not buy a whole new stereo. Is it
likely there is a microphone built into the roof light unit or cabling in place so one can be
installed? Or would that need to be bought too. Now the light of the dashboard display, will not
turn off Is there a way to solve this situation? Have you replaced the stereo with an aftermarket
one? One thing to check is the orange cable from the stereo to the car wiring loom. I have the
original oval cd unit in there at the moment Thanks. As most people on here im looking for a bit
of advise on a focus and your site seems to be the best place to find it. Everything I read seems
to tell me that the 2. How else could I tell? The facelift is just that, a more curved front end and
some other styling changes. Inside is the same apart from a curved stereo, some of the models
close to changeover date did come with a curved stereo. Thanks for the reply, I think I must fall
into the later category with just the curved radio, however I do have a photo do you have an
email address and I can email you a photo. Following your recommendation, i have ordered a
Musiconnect MC cable. If I understand properly, that should be the only cable needed for fitting
the Parrot into the Sony, correct? And another last question. If I purchased the MKi, would it still
be possible to configure parrot volume to the max so it outputs at maximum level to the Sony
Amplifier I saw you doing that in a video with a MKi Is that volume setting retained after
powering the car off? The blocks them selves just slide out by pushing the pins in that hold the
little blocks to the quadlock block. I just recently bought a 57 focus zetec and this has the CD
base system on it. Right I looked in the glove box to see if there was an aux input but there is a

hole in there and not wires. My question is, has anybody had any joy removing one of these
without the correct flat metal removal tools? I recently fitted a new battery and now I need the
numbers off the radio so that I can get my radio code. The removal tools do make life a lot
easier in getting the stereo out, but if you can find something small and strong enough to fit into
all 4 holes a small knife? I have purchased the removal keys and popped the stereo out today
and the quadlock connector looks exactly the same as your diagram. Either a lead for Vehicles
with 12V ignition feed in the harness or without. Does the harness definitely have the 12V
ignition feed. I also understand I would only need this lead and not an extra ISO harness lead as
well? I can confirm that the harness does not have an ignition lead on the CMAX, you will have
to find an ignition wire usually the cigar lighter socket, or from the fuse panel. Is that possible?
Can you show me which wire it is I need to remove? Not clear to a lamen like me on the image
above. I have a Ford S-max with the oval CD unit. I am looking into replacing the unit for an
aftermarket one. I heard that the CD of that model has pre-amp outputs amplifier is a separate
unit. Is that true? Unfortunately the amp is built into the stereo on all Ford models. But the
stereo you have suggested will fit your car just fine. Hi there mate. My friend has just gone out
and got a new ford focus 08 plate but he is asking me to run a sub and amp on the standard
head unit I no this can be done because I done it in my Ibiza. So my question to you is where
would you run the remote wire to from the amp cheers mate. The best way to do this would be
to take an ignition from the back of the stereo, or even using a multi meter find the wire which
becomes live when the stereo is on I cannot remember which wire this is off the top of my head,
but there is deffently one, as I had mine wired in this way. Then once you have found this, feed
the wire behind the glove box zip tie to the rest of the wiring loom above the glove box , and
then down the kick panel, and under the carpet on the passenger side of the car. Hi James, I
have a mk2 plate focus. I am looking at changing the factory square stereo to the oval Sony dab
radio from a later model focus. I know that I need a new fascia which I have and the bracket and
screws but what else do I need? As the radio is from a newer model focus will the connectors
still for or do I need an adaptor? Also am I right in thinking I will need to changing something for
the dab to work? You will need a ISO connector, and as you are fitting a double din stereo, you
will need to convert the whole unit from the oval fascia to the square fascia. Autoleads DFP
Thanks for the info. All wiring is now complete and working. I ordered the fasciaas
recrecommended bit cage and headunit will not fit as too large. Any other ideas? The one I
found is really for the Mondeo mk4 but from what I have been able to find on the web the
Mondeo and Focus are equipped with the same CD stereo. Would you happen to know if they
indeed are exactly same or if there are differences that will cause problems for me? It is 2mm, or
so, deeper and the ISO connector is not connected directly to the stereo. This is not easy but by
removing the climate control unit while fitting the stereo it was possible. Getting the climate
control unit back in place with the stereo installed was also not a piece of cake but creative use
of the bojo tool helped. The hardest part of removing the oval fascia was the middle part
between the stereo and the climate controls. The key here is to pry it upwards, away from the
climate controls and towards the stereo. In your video it seemed to go much smoother. I guess
the ST version lacks the hooks in the middle. If someone thought the unit I linked looked
interesting, it is, but not as nice as on paper. It was not a perfect fit. The difference is probably
less than 1mm but the oval fascia does not go perfectly into place for me, the left upper corner
seems to be the problem. It can probably be pried into place but since the plastic is quite cold
here now when winter is coming I was afraid it would crack if I used force. Also the android part
of it is not perfectly stable. It could be a bug in the navigating software but it is annoying when it
just hangs while driving. If you get this stereo for your Focus, remember to to get an antenna
adapter as well. It uses the old antenna connector. Yes there can be an issue with lots of wires
behind the dash, but you can usually squeeze and tuck these wired behind the dash to get the
stereo to fit. The camera is replacing one of the license plate lights. And the Focus is a STW
model. It has pins 4 and 10 are for the sub connector C. Can you use this or do you have to tap
into the speaker wires and use a loc to the sub? What about the live straight from the battery or
could you tap into pin 15 connector A? Unfortunately you cannot just tap into the sub wires on
the back of the stereo â€” this was designed for an optional extra Ford sub woofer which had
little power. Then the remote cable is as you say, Pin 16 on the ISO cable for your remote,
although there is a wire which becomes live when the stereo is on I cannot remember which one
this is off the top of my head â€” but if you have a multimeter you can find easily enough â€”
This means the sub will power on when the stereo is on, which means you will not need to have
the keys in the ignition for the sub to be powered. Also, I have found someone mentioning an
unused live feed in the boot drivers side behind the carpet which is approximately half the size
of the amp cable. Have you come across this wire and if so is it adequate to use to power an
amp. As going from the battery seems a great deal of effort as everything is so tightly packed

within the engine bay. I have tested connecting up the sub and amp using the loc and the live
feed in the boot. It turns on and off as it should. Second to this I have a non standard HU used
in a previous vehicle which has pre outs so quite simply use this but for a sub. Or can you just
buy a different cheap fascia with a compartment and take it out ans slot it in. Under no
circumstances should you use the cables which are already in the car, the cable which you have
mentioned will melt under the stress and power which an amp pulls through it. The best way is
as I have mentioned before is to run a new cable from the battery. Make a hole in this grommet
and feed your amp power cable through, then feed this cable through the door trim plastic trim
can be removed easily enough then under the carpet or if your Focus is a 5 door, under the rear
door trim then under the rear seats into the boot. By the sounds of the amp settings, you need
to have it on Low Pass Filter, then tune the frequency to get just bass coming through the amp.
Bass uses a lot of power, so it may be referring to my first comment where the cable you are
using cannot draw enough power and goes into protect mode. I ran a sub for 3 years on my old
Focus using the same method I have written in my guides, using the standard stereo also, and it
worked perfectly without any issues what so ever. Got nice bass from the system, and people
were amazed it was using the standard system. Unfortuantely I do not live in the North East. I
will quickly attach the sub externally to the battery and then hopefully all will work fine
unlmesss I have made another silly error somewhere :. On a TravelPilot FX for ford focus mk2.
Dear James I have a ford focus 1. I purchased the control unit off ebay for the steering wheel
column and was hoping that the cable would be tucked in there somewhere to connect to. Its
not. The controller has 3 little pins for the connector. Do you know the part number for this
cable or if its even possible to retro fit this controller? I have the oval shaped stereo. I would like
to buy a Ford Focus RS. The one I have seen second hand, has the Navigation Stereo in it,
which I do not really like. So I would like to take that stereo out and replace it with a Sony Stereo
instead. Do you think this is possible? This is certainly a strange request, I would love to get my
hands on the Navigation Stereo in exchange for my Sony Stereo, but I have a feeling it is a little
more complicated then swapping everything, as the stereo is linked into the climate control. If
you are in the north east of England, I would happily take a look at this for you. Feel free to use
the contact form to contact me. Also do you know if the wiring for an auto dim rear view mirror
is in place as mine has a standard one and I was going to upgrade. Unfortunately it is not just a
task of changing the stereo, there are lots more motors and other parts you will require to get
this to work. Hi James, Just bought a Focus st2 08 facelift model with the sony radio as
standard with the 1 cd only. Anyway listen to five live alot for the sports but my reception on
this car is very poor even though the car is in mint condition. I have cleaned the aerial
connection and under light switch, but this is hardly connecting to the body due to the plastic
washer which the screw goes through to hold the aerial onto roof. Cleaned and regreased the
negative on battery and to body of car. Please would be grateful for any suggestions to improve
the situation. I have a 59reg Focus 1. I want to change the standard stereo for the Sony, like
what is in the Titanium and ST. One last question â€” can you change the hazzard light button?
Yes the Sony will fit any Focus â€” No extra wiring is required, its plug and play as long as you
are replacing the oval stereo for another oval stereo. Yes you can change the button, you will
have to follow this guide to remove the trim, then the button just pops out once the trim as been
removed. The center console I have, has the climate control i. Are you trying to convert a square
type stereo to an oval one or vice versa? That is the only reason I could think you would need a
full fascia for your car. Yes these are hard to find, you may have to go to Ford to order one in for
a MK2 Focus with climate control will then give you the square Ford stereo hole , which you can
then use to purchase a double din fascia for this. If you are trying to fit a single din fascia, you
can get fascias to fit the oval stereo hole as outlined in the guide above. Should I go for a Parrot
or would change the unit for a Bluetooth enabled stereo give me the same result. Any help you
can give me would be great. Unfortunately your iPhone is acting as the microphone for your
call, you are only using the aux wire to output the sound from the phone through the car
speakers. I would personally go for the Parrot kit I speak from experience in fitting these and
also experience from using my own Parrot device in my Focus, and have no issues with it what
so ever. Changing the stereo would give you the same result it would have to be aftermarket ,
but will cost you more then simply getting a Parrot kit installed, and you get to keep your
standard Ford stereo. Do you know if you can get an adaptor for the quadlock which converts
the mic into a 2. Unfortunately there is no adapter that I know of, but you could always try and
make one yourself, but I think this would be more trouble then its worth. Hi James, Looking for
a little bit of advice. I am looking to buy the Pioneer AVH-XDAB to replace it, my only concern is
the dab aerial connection, i assume the connection will be totally different?? Do you know if
there is lead that can swap that connection? Cheers Andy. Your new stereo will plug into this
without any issue. Hello, where i can buy this part???? Great to finally find some information on

the Mk2. I am after any information at all that can tell me if the BLACK climate control will work
as a change over unit as it looks identical from photos? I would pop into your local Ford dealer
to confirm the part numbers. As for backwards compatibility, the above applies where there are
different software versions, which means they wont work. I have a ford focus titanium sony CD.
If I change the stereo what kit for the controls in the steering wheel do I need? Is the sony DAB
version compatible with the existing Bluetooth connections? What else would I need to buy to
get it working? You may find that you may have to have ford plug your car into their computer
to enable the Bluetooth function on the car, although one I have done before was plug and play.
Hi James thanks for your reply. I got the Sony dab stereo. What could be wrong? If I put the
Sony dab head unit in will this Bluetooth module be compatible? What other parts would I need
to get up and running or will I need anything to be coded etc? If you already have bluetooth
fitted in the car, and you upgrade the stereo, everything should work as before. The unit doesnt
like ios6. Hi, i have a focus mk2. What colour wire is it and what wire number as I am currently
stuck trying to sort this out. Are you hard wiring this into your Focus? As there is a ignition live
on the stereo block, which is used by the SOT lead for power. I had written the product codes
down for the connectors and facia for the cd player conversion and cant find them so im
wondering if you can let me no what they are again thanks. Hi James Thanks for all this info. I
have a galaxy with the. Travelpilot NX that just spotted working. No error, nothing on the screen,
just some wiring from the navigation DVD drive for a few seconds on power on. I would like to
change the whole unit and buy a separate climate control module and one of those Sony or
other after market double din head units. Do you think I can remove the travelpilot NX and
install the separate climate control unit? I was planning on getting a car with the CD and then
just buying the Sony unit from eBay. Is it a straight swap or do you need a DAB aerial to make it
work properly? Does the nav upgrade version have bluetooth? You will find that the hands free
kit was an optional extra on all the range, and didnt come fitted as standard. The Sony stereo
has the buttons for the hands free kit, but does not work if you dont have the optional extra. Hi
James we are in the process of buying a ford focus 1. The model below came with the stereo,
but everything higher then the Ghia came with the Sony stereo as standard. I have a focus st3
07 plate with the square Sony stereo. I have bought the newer type facia to fit a sat nav DVD and
I was wondering if there is an aux live at the back of the stereo or do I have to run a sep live
from key? I would rather it come on with one click of the key and not ign live. Also In your video
on YouTube it shows you removing a carbon fibre facia with the manual heating controls. Do
you have the part number for this please? Unfortunately I do not have the Ford part number to
hand, but I have found this â€” it is pricey though, and they sell genuine Ford parts. Hi James,
having read through your web page, I am hopeful you may be able to help me, I just purchased a
second hand ford focus titanium and it comes with built in satnav ect just like your picture, I
have linked my iPhone and can make and receive calls when using USB, however I can select
music from the unit and it shows all the song on my iPhone 4S, but no sound comes out in the
car, I am using apple cable, what am I doing wrong? It also has the silver stereo with the
rounded edges. I havent bought my stereo replacement yet but am just doing research on what I
will need when the time comes. Will the PCX50 adaptor work for me or should I be looking at the
adaptors that go on about ignition wires even more confusing e. Right, it looks like that website
has got their data in a bit of a twist. The option you posted is more for the Mondeo, and the
newer style Focus MK3 where the steering wheel controls are on the steering wheel its self. The
only lead you will need is the PCX50 plus the patch lead which connects to the stereo you are
fitting. I have just bought a Focus Style and want to replace the stereo with a dvd player. What i
need to know is Will this one i have found on ebay work and will i be able to instal it myself?
And if so what tools would i need? I would like to be able to use bluetooth hands free and
satnav all from the same screen. To install the stereo, everything you need is mentioned in the
guide and video I have posted. You will need a trim removal tool Bojo Tool â€” Or something
similar , fascia plate, wiring harness, aerial adapter. HI I have a 08 ford focus with a standard cd
player and aux socket in the glove box. Can i Retro fit an usb socket? Can I retro fit a usb
connector as well? Hi James 7. I am about to have a third replacement radio fitted to my 08
Focus Zetec under warranty by my local Ford dealer. Ford and my local dealership have been ok
but I feel the problem will not go away. If so is it directly interchangeable with the Zetec radio?
Or do adapter plugs or aerials need to be changed? I have already suggested this solution to
Ford customer relations. Thanks Chris. Any help would be appreciated. The bottom is about
4mm out. The top screws are flush. Have you any ideas? You have to be creative when putting
the stereo back in. You should be able to put the SOT lead down the side of the stereo down
one of the gaps and then the stereo will slide in just fine. If you got the car from a ford
dealership, they should be able to provide you with a code. Usually ford will require the stereo
serial some just use the car vin number and are able to provide this straight away well the

dealer I go to provides this straight away. Hi Alex. You usually have your code on a little card
within your car manual. Thansk for your help. I decided to purchase the fitted Sony unit and
thanks to your great instructions have managed to replace the cd with no problem. Double
check the connector in the back of the quadlock connector, the aux connection is at the top or
bottom of the connector:. As above image, where it says connector B and C â€” this is where
the aux goes into the stereo. The only way to keep this will be a bit of a home brew cable that is
if the stereo you have fitted has a 3. Do I need a cage or anything or will it simply plug straight
in? The stereo will come with a cage if you buy it brand new, and yes you will need the stalk
adapters to keep the steering wheel controls thats if the stereo you choose is compatible for
use with steering wheel controls. Hi James hoping to buy a focus st2 at the weekend and Im
hoping to get my subs for my 3 series and put them into the st. Can you tell me what i need
wires to make it work as some got damaged taking them out of my 3 series. Also do you know
anywhere that has a diagram on which wire goes where? Hopefully you know that answers. This
one could be a tricky one to wire in â€” I take it this is the standard BMW sub? But I am
wondering if I can integrate my Alpine head with parrot unit with the car built in mic? I have tried
several devices mp3 player, phone etc plugged in at max volume but just not very loud. Is this
just the headunit normalising this or what? Yes you can run a subwoofer off the standard stereo
no problem, however it does not have RCA outputs like an aftermarket stereo, but you can use a
High Level Input to RCA converter. This just wires inline with the speaker wires coming out of
the back of the stereo. You do not need to snip the wires some people believe you have to loose
a set of speakers, but you do not. Hi James im looking to install a vibe sub enclosure in my
focus titanium and keep the standard headunit, ive bought the convertor from halfords that you
recommended. Unfortunately its changing the clocks from a MK2. The clocks are controlled by
the CAN system, and link in with the immobiliser and computer system. This is supposed to
stop people changing clocks and clocking cars mileage. So if you change the clocks, you will
have one car that cannot be started will have to be plugged into Ford computer to get up and
running, but chances are they will not do this due to the implications with the mileage
differences and what notâ€¦. And yes, the mk2. I was interested in changing the clocks from my
Mk2 to the newer model clocks and was dissapointed this was not possible due to the CAN
system like you were explaining. My friend also has a Mk2 model but he bought the car with the
new clocks white and red lights, rather than the older green ones. How is this possible?.. If I
found another Mk2 with the newer clocks, could I use these and replace mine? Am fitting one of
these curved units into my 56plate focus, that had a square unit. Have the new fascia and
brackets, but no screws. Ford seem to have no idea what I am on about, and seem unable to
help. What type of screws do I need, and where can i source them from, if you know? Hopefully
you have the metal clip bits that the screws will screw into too? Ford use their usual T25 Torx
Screw to hold the stereo in 4 of them. This is the type of screw Ford use throughout the building
of their cars. The Ford Parts Guy should have been able to see view a break down of the parts
required on their system. I will pop into my Ford and see if I can find the part number for you.
Thanks for that, dont have any metal clips either, just got the 2 plastic brackets, fascia, and
stereo unit. Ford parts chap, showed me the breakdown he had on his system, and all that was
shown was the plastic brackets. What are the metal clips, I assumed that the screws screw into
the dash behind the fascia. Forgot to say, didnt get these brackets from Ford, the whole lot
came from E-Bay as a package, so cant say if the plastic brackets come with the screws and
clips. If they do, then I will buy them from fordâ€¦.. The Ford dealerships breakdowns didnt
show screws or brackets, but the parts chap could not be sure if they came with them or notâ€¦
anyhow, could I e-mail a photo of what I have, or could you post a photo of what i need with
regards to the clips. Sometimes wish i had never started thisâ€¦â€¦. Hi My dad has a focus
titanium which has the sony radio, bluetooth, sat nav etc etc all built in. The major problem is
my young son who has special needs thought the slit in the cd player was a money box slit and
has posted several coins into the cd player!!! My dad of course has hit the roof as there appears
to be no way of getting the unit out like before! Please have you any ideas? I fear we may end
up damaging the whole thing trying to DIY or spend loads at a Ford dealer trying to get it sorted.
Many thanks Jo. I assume you mean the Focus MK3? Unfortunatly I have not had a Focus MK3
to take apart yet. If you are any where near County Durham, and you fancy letting me do this for
you, I will gladly get the coins out for you. I have a feeling from sitting in the car and looking at
pictures on the net its is quite a similar process to how the new Fiesta stereo is removed, but
without actually being in the car and trying, I cannot really say. The only problem was that my
version of focus came without the mic in the roof light, so I had to add one and connect it to the
radio. But the only way it seems to recognize my commands is talking loud near to the mic. The
question is, what am I doing wrong? Do I need a special kind of mic? Adrian, Do you have the
microphone pinout? I have the above unit but it does not have the bluetooth connected. Is there

something i can buy and fix myself? There are a lot of parts required to get the bluetooth
working in your car. You will require a wiring loom, the bluetooth module box, and mic. I have a
full list somewhere, I will see if I can dig it out. It is a more expensive route retro fitting the
standard Ford system, compared to something like a Parrot system. No leads involved? Hi Is
the chrome trim apart of the stereo? What leads will I need 2 make sure my hands free works
and the controll stalk still work. What type of hands free have you got? Is it an after market
Parrot type hands free kit, or is it the factory fit hands free kitâ€¦. If its the factory fit kit, you will
be unable to use it if you change the stereo for a double din unit. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
James Simpson. About Contact Me. Automotive Tutorials. Share 0. Tweet 0. Pin it 0. Hi James,
Firstly great website. Hi Adrian, I would check the speaker wires, and make sure they are seated
properly in the quadlock connector. Hi Simon, Have you pulled the leaver down, the quadlock
has a little clip, you press this in, and then pull the leaver and the whole thing should then just
slide out. Hi James, Thanks so much for this guide! All went well and the new stereo is working
a treat : She can plug her ipod in to the new stereo now so she is very happy. Thanks again. Hi
Juan, This lead does no harm to the alarm â€” the standard stereo is like this, but will only
cause issues if you are using an amplified antenna, which you would usually get with a Chinese
stereo. Thank you for your help. Hi James I am also having the same problem. Could you
assist?? Hi James, thanks for this tutorial, I really appreciate mostly the part about the wires in
the quadlock connector. Many thanks for answer! Best, Roman. Hi Roman, Chances are the
Chinese stereo will not communicate with the instrument cluster. Thanks James. Hi James, Is
there a special way to get the trim back on? Thanks Tom. Regards Nathan. Thanks Nick. Hi
Andrew, There is no easy way in doing this, as I have tried myself, the best and cheapest way
would be to use a Parrot hands free device MKi to obtain this feature. Many thanks, Jon. How do
I change the clock on the display of my cmax that has not got a factory fitted radoo. Hi James,
Thanks for your useful instructions. Kindly advise on which parts i should buy. Thanks Mahesh.
Hi James, I was lucky to come accross your this website as it carrys lot of information for
everyone. Hi Naresh, You will need to have the bluetooth module fitted in the car to activate the
standard stereo for bluetooth which will enable the phone buttons to work on the stereo. Hi, I
have a 59plate focus titanium with the Sony dab stereo. Thanks, Graham. If I put the original
radio again, the light is already off. Hi Rogerio, Have you replaced the stereo with an aftermarket
one? Are we talking about the light for the trip computer? Hi James As most people on here im
looking for a bit of advise on a focus and your site seems to be the best place to find it. Thanks
in advance Gav. Thanks again Gav. Do I need to fit an additional ISO cable as well? Hi James, I
just recently bought a 57 focus zetec and this has the CD base system on it. Thanks, Mat. Hi
James, Im a fellow Teessider, now residing in Bristol. I have a Focus Titanium with the square
sony cd player. Fingers crossed somebody has a quick removal tip!! Hi Steve, The removal
tools do make life a lot easier in getting the stereo out, but if you can find something small and
strong enough to fit into all 4 holes a small knife? Hi Gavin, I can confirm that the harness does
not have an ignition lead on the CMAX, you will have to find an ignition wire usually the cigar
lighter socket, or from the fuse panel. Thank you :. Hi, James. Cheers in advance! Thanks in
advance for your help Nimrod. Hi Nimrod, Unfortunately the amp is built into the stereo on all
Ford models. Hi Darren, The best way to do this would be to take an ignition from the back of
the stereo, or even using a multi meter find the wire which becomes live when the stereo is on I
cannot remember which wire this is off the top of my head, but there is deffently one, as I had
mine wired in this way. Hi Chris, Do you have steering wheel controls? Hello Thanks for the nice
set of information! Hi Kim, Yes you are correct, the stereo is exactly the same and will fit the
Focus just fine. Followup: The new stereo unit arrived and is now installed. Some notes: 1. ALL
4. Thanks for your comments Kim, glad you got it fitted ok. Hi there, From the drawing of the
wire connections to the tereo. Regards Jason. Hi Jason, Unfortunately you cannot just tap into
the sub wires on the back of the stereo â€” this was designed for an optional extra Ford sub
woofer which had little power. Thanks for this info James. I have bought a LOC and tapped into
the pins as suggested. Do you have any idea for where I am going wrong here? Kind regards
Jason. Thank you Jason. Hi Jason, Under no circumstances should you use the cables which
are already in the car, the cable which you have mentioned will melt under the stress and power
which an amp pulls through it. Let me know if your from the North East and I would happily take
a look at it for you. Cheers James. Thanks for the great advice Jason. Thanks in advance for
your reply. Kind regards. Hi Jan, This is certainly a strange request, I would love to get my
hands on the Navigation Stereo in exchange for my Sony Stereo, but I have a feeling it is a little
more complicated then swapping everything, as the stereo is linked into the climate control.
Many thanks Josh. Hi Josh, Unfortunately it is not just a task of changing the stereo, there are
lots more motors and other parts you will require to get this to work. Thanks in advance. Hi

James, I have a 59reg Focus 1. Will the Sony fit into the Zetec? Thanks Mark. Hi Mark, Yes the
Sony will fit any Focus â€” No extra wiring is required, its plug and play as long as you are
replacing the oval stereo for another oval stereo Yes you can change the button, you will have
to follow this guide to remove the trim, then the button just pops out once the trim as been
removed. Hi James â€” great stuff btw! What should I do? Hi Rob, Are you trying to convert a
square type stereo to an oval one or vice versa? Hi Jacqui, Unfortunately your iPhone is acting
as the microphone for your call, you are only using the aux wire to output the sound from the
phone through the car speakers. Thanks, Craig. Hi Craig, Unfortunately there is no adapter that I
know of, but you could always try and make one yourself, but I think this would be more trouble
then its worth. First I will need to know what stereo you have, Sony? Hi There, I would pop into
your local Ford dealer to confirm the part numbers. Hi there, Great useful site! Many thanks,.
Sorry the above post should say no sound on any mode. Very useful guide! Hi Jon, If you
already have bluetooth fitted in the car, and you upgrade the stereo, everything should work as
before. Hi Dan Pin 16 on the quad block is 12v ignition. This is what you require. Hi Mark, Are
you hard wiring this into your Focus? Eti, Have you checked the fuses? I have a feeling this may
just be a fuse issue. Sorry for all the questions!! Hi Alex, You will find that the hands free kit was
an optional extra on all the range, and didnt come fitted as standard. Good tutorials and very
helpful. Keep up the good work. Regards Scott. Hi Scott, Unfortunately I do not have the Ford
part number to hand, but I have found this â€” it is pricey though, and they sell genuine Ford
parts. On the below websites it says the adaptor fits only Jan Feb focus and mines Hi Gemma,
Sorry about the late response, only just found this comment pending approval. Hello James
does this stereo come with the CD out put on the back.?. Craig, output or input? Are you
wanting to add a CD Changer or amplifier? Hi Dave, You have to be creative when putting the
stereo back in. Hi Malcolm, If you got the car from a ford dealership, they should be able to
provide you with a code. Worse case, yes, write the serial numbers down, and they should be
able to get it from that too. Hi Malc, Usually ford will require the stereo serial some just use the
car vin number and are able to provide this straight away well the dealer I go to provides this
straight away. Hi James Thansk for your help. The only issue is, I have lost my aux in capability,
everything else works fine. Any ideas? Hi Really appreciate your help with this. Thanks for your
ongoing help, I know I can use MP3 discs but the aux in facility would be handy. Hi Mark, Yes
changing the stereo will mean you lose the aux in from the glovebox functionality. Thanks for
your help. Cheers Mark. Hopefully you know that answers Many thanks Jake. Hi James Great
article. Thanks Neil. You do not need to snip the wires some people believe you have to loose a
set of speakers, but you do not Hope that helps James. Also does the MK2. Hi Christian,
Unfortunately its changing the clocks from a MK2. So if you change the clocks, you will have
one car that cannot be started will have to be plugged into Ford computer to get up and
running, but chances are they will not do this due to the implications with the mileage
differences and what notâ€¦ And yes, the mk2. Hi James, I was interested in changing the clocks
from my Mk2 to the newer model clocks and was dissapointed this was not possible due to the
CAN system like you were explaining. Cheers, Dean. Cheers Chris. Hi Chris, Hopefully you have
the metal clip bits that the screws will screw into too? Hi Aaron, There are a lot of parts required
to get the bluetooth working in your car. Hi, have you got the parts list for the wiring loom and
the bluetooth unit please, thank you. Thanks, Paul. Thanks Alex Brown. Hi Jester, The chrome
bit is part of the actual stereo. Hi Danny, What type of hands free have you got? Also the USB
port will become obsolete if you change the stereo too. Hope that helps a bit. Leave a Reply
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Added. Item is in your basket. View Basket Proceed to checkout. We do not have any
recommendations at this time. See All Buying Options. Visit the Carsio Store. Free delivery on
your first order. Select the 'Free delivery on first order' option at checkout. Click here to learn
more. Special offers and product promotions Amazon Business : For business-exclusive
pricing, quantity discounts and downloadable VAT invoices. Create a free account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Product information Technical Details. For exceptions and conditions, see Return details.
Would you like to tell us about a lower price? More items to explore. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page
1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who bought this item also bought. Customers who
viewed this item also viewed. Car Radio Release Keys. What other items do customers buy after
viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyses reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from United Kingdom. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I shall perhaps use these about once or twice, so
I was not expecting anything super dooper and in this instance, I was not too upset at what
arrived! In use, assuming you are not into weight lifting or body building and out to break
records and these items.. Cost effective, do the job, right price - what else is there?. These are
okay for the price point. Shipping is good, got here with in 2 days. The overall product though is
very flimsy, they bend quite easily under very little pressure. When gripping them is very
difficult not to get cut or deep sores when pulling on them as it is very rough 'metal'. However if
this is for a one time use and don't want to invest in a offical set these will work just fine, just be
warned you will probably need two people to oppereate them as you need four hands to use
these effectivley. Keys arrived promptly in a standard envelope. After viewing the on line video,
I duly put them to work and they did exactly what was promised. I opted for the former and
received the code on screen. Back on line again for instructions on how to process the code
and, hey presto, my stereo is now back in working order. Very satisfied. Very cheap and they
arrived quickly. They weren't quite as flimsy as I was expecting. I had a bit of trouble inserting
them , but I got there in the end. I put the handles of 2 wooden spoons through the keys to pull
the radio out. To extract the keys, press the metal clip on the side of the radio. Worked a treat
and now I have a nice upgraded sound system in my car. Cheap and quick delivery. I have
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been looking for radio keys for my Laguna for ages. All I kept being offered were the round
ones which only fit the DVD sat nav part. These worked a treat. Finally removed the stereo but
had to use grips to remove the keys from stereo once inserted. Ends broke off. They are cheap
but not great. One person found this helpful. The keys removed the radio OK buthe keys were
very difficult to remove; one had to be cut off from the front and removed from the back of the
radio which took some time. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover
other items: ford key , 2 din cd car stereo. Unlimited One-Day Delivery and more. There's a
problem loading this menu at the moment. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Audible Download Audiobooks. DPReview
Digital Photography. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Amazon Business Service for
business customers. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life.

